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Welcome to The Signet Spa
Your wellbeing experience starts within the beautiful grounds set in
the heart of Royal Berkshire. We have created a beautiful spa that
encompasses indulgent relaxation and high energy fitness with specially
designed treatments that work on both your mind and body.
We offer sumptuous facilities to our spa guests with our luxuriously designed treatment rooms
and peaceful relaxation room. Our indoor Hydrothermal Suite features a vitality and wellness
pool with energising bubble loungers, water cannons and massage stations, an aroma essence
steam room and Himalayan sauna. Outside there is a heated infinity pool with breath-taking views
over the countryside with loungers and cabanas to relax on while immersed in the landscaped
gardens. Alongside our relaxing facilities we have a state-of-the-art gym with the latest equipment
and specialist instructors available to help you on your health and fitness journey. For those that
always like to look their best we offer a Hair and Nail Salon situated in our charming courtyard.
At the Signet Spa alongside our signature treatments, we offer a collection of wellness
spa treatments from the Cotswold luxury skincare brand ila; an organic skin and heart care
brand which aims to do something very simple, but also completely revolutionary.
What makes ila products special is that the products are created in a meditative
environment by hand in the Cotswolds, using natural ingredients and minimal processing.
Every product is designed to nurture way beyond the surface of the skin.
ila products and treatments are designed to promote palpable biological and emotional change
in those that experience them, through touch and smell. Because what we put on our skin directly
nourishes and calms our heart - the centre of our emotional wellbeing, energy and vitality.
After visiting the Spa we recommend that you enjoy the
relaxed hospitality offered within The Retreat.
We look forward to welcoming you and we hope you enjoy your time with us.

ila Facial Treatments

ila Facial Treatments
RENEWED RECOVERY FACE THERAPY

GOLD CELLULAR AGE RESTORE

60 minutes (p)
Calming, Anti-inflammatory, Renewing. For hormone imbalance,
city living & jetlag.

60 minutes
Advanced Anti Ageing, Hydrating, Repairing. For mature, irritated
& rosacea prone skin.

This restorative face therapy draws on intensely healing

This powerful treatment encompasses a blend of the world’s

rainforest extracts to rejuvenate skin cells. Lymphatic drainage

most undiscovered ingredients that have been proven to work

techniques, warm herbal poultices and an Amazonian mud

with the skin to heal and protect from the many natural signs

mask, encourage toxin release, reduce water retention,

of ageing. Three types of naturally occurring gold and the

increase blood supply and boost collagen production.

rarest of Frankincense from the Gardens of Ethiopia,
are delivered into the skin using cleansing & healing
massage techniques.

ANANDA FACE THERAPY
60 minutes (p)
Nourishing, Hydrating, Rejuvenating. For stressed
& exhausted skin.
This divine therapy begins with an aloe vera and pomegranate
cleanse and a gentle blackcurrant & honey exfoliation to
the face, followed by powerful damascena rose otto and
sandalwood oils to stimulate energy to skin cells. Specialised
marma massage techniques restore natural luminance, whilst a
green clay mask reduces inflammation.

(p) suitable in pregnancy after 14 weeks.

ila Experiences

ila Experiences
PRANA VITALITY MASSAGE

COUPLES CONNECT

60 minutes
Energy Boosting, Detoxifying, Positive Mood Enhancer. For low
energy & sluggish circulation.

90 minutes
Healing, Restorative.

This revitalising full body massage uses invigorating massage

others with confidence and sincerity. This is a harmonising

& marma therapy with energyenhancing essential oils of

ritual for couples to experience together. It is a deeply relaxing

juniper berry, geranium, lemongrass and patchouli to leave the

and nurturing treatment with a flowing massage, subtle

mind, body and spirit sparkling with vitality.

healing of the chakras, ending with pouring of oil over the third

When we are relaxed and present, we are able to connect with

eye through the hair. Using the chakra warming nourishing
oils of jasmine, patchouli, rose, and sandalwood. Happiness is

DEEP THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
60 minutes
For Muscular Fatigue and Joint Pain, computer shoulders
& deep rest.

renewed and the desire for life and love is reinvigorated.

A firm, effective full-body massage with Shiatsu stretches

60 minutes (p)
Nourishing, Tension release. Hormonal balance.

along with rhythmic, hypnotic pressure points that work
together to release deeply-held patterns of tension and pacify
your mind. The whole experience has been lovingly designed
to be both remedial and relaxing: ideal for anyone needing a
strong release of physical tension from the body.

MOTHER TO BE MASSAGE

A rosehip seed and argan massage oil infused with extracts
of lavender, geranium and rose replenish dry skin and support
in the fight against stretch marks. Himalayan herb poultices
are slowly massaged into marma points to relieve aches and
pains, excess fluid and heat. Anxiety is lifted while peace and

ILA CHAKRA WELLBEING

harmony surround mother and baby.

90 minutes
The ultimate ritual for restoring mind, body & soul.
As exquisite as it is holistic, this bespoke treatment, tailored
to the needs of each individual. Based around seven blends
of chakra-balancing essential oils, each unique ritual involves
deep relaxation of the nervous system, sensuous lymphatic
drainage, subtle healing of the chakras and the pouring of
warm oil over the third eye, through the hair to restore and
relax every sense.

(p) suitable in pregnancy after 14 weeks.

Signet Spa Signature Treatments

Signet Spa Signature Treatments
MADE FOR YOU

CHOSEN BY YOU

60 minutes

60 minutes

The Signet Spa’s Signature massage embraces the skills of our

Design your own treatment and pick any of the two

therapists and various massage techniques to suit the needs of

treatments below. Perfect for those who want to focus on

your body. Every part of your body will feel deeply relaxed and

specific areas or who want to have an experience of a handful

recharged following this personalised treatment designed to

of treatments...

soothe you physically and emotionally.

H E A D, N E C K A N D S H O U L DE R MASSAG E

BALINESE DREAM

Tension releasing and deeply relaxing.

60 minutes
A unique massage from the spice island of Bali. This traditional

F O OT M ASSAG E

massage follows a routine handed down through generations

Treat aching feet while relaxing the whole body.

in Bali. Balinese massage focuses on a persons life energy flow
to bring about balance in the body and restore vitality, while
also relieving stress.

SALT FLOTATION
30 minutes
The ultra-deep relaxation experience of floating in the dead
sea. The immersive sensory pod allows you to be cocooned in
your own world free from stimulation and floating free from
weight, allowing your mind to drift away for pure inner peace
and total tranquillity.

I L A E X P R E SS FAC E TH E R A PY
A facial to refresh and relax, with products tailored to
your skin.
TASTE O F S H I O DH A R A
Marma facial massage and oil pouring on the 3rd eye
through the hair.
I L A I N STA N TLY D E TOX I F Y I N G B O DY S C R U B
Using Himalayan salts to reveal softer smoother skin.

Mii Manicures and Pedicures

Mii Manicures and Pedicures*
INDULGE MII NATURAL NAILS
MANICURE

BEST OF MII GEL PEDICURE
55 minutes (p)

55 minutes (p)

Feet are cleansed and exfoliated, with hard skin removed and

Hands drink in all the benefits of the Best of Mii Manicure

cuticles made neat and tidy. Feet and ankles are nourished

below, with the additional indulgence of a rich hand mask and

with conditioning creams. Nails are analysed, shaped, before

heavenly hand and forearm massage, before the final flourish

the final flourish of your chosen Statement Gel Polish.

of your chosen Colour Confidence Nail Polish.

BEST OF MII GEL NAILS MANICURE

EXPRESSO MII PEDICURE
25 minutes (p)

55 minutes (p)

Get pedi-ready in an instant. Feet are cleansed and

A hand reviving exfoliation, moisturising massage and cuticles

conditioned, and cuticles moisturised. Nails are trimmed

made neat and tidy. Nails are analysed and shaped, before the

and tidied, before the final flourish of your chosen Colour

final flourish of your chosen Statement Gel Polish.

Confidence or Statement Gel Polish.

EXPRESSO MII MANICURE
25 minutes (p)
Hands are cleansed and conditioned, and cuticles moisturised.

*If you have gel on your nails, please book a soak off appointment
before your Manicure/ Pedicure.

Nails are beautifully shaped, before the final flourish of your
chosen Colour Confidence Polish or Statement Gel Polish.

INDULGE MII NATURAL NAILS
PEDICURE
55 minutes (p)
Feet drink in all the benefits of the Treat Mii Pedicure below,
plus the additional indulgence of a deeply rich and nourishing
foot mask and rejuvenating foot and lower leg massage before
the final flourish of your chosen Colour Confidence Polish.

(p) suitable in pregnancy after 14 weeks.

Price List

Price List
ILA FACIAL TREATMENTS

SIGNET SPA SIGNATURE TREATMENTS

RENEWED RECOVERY FACE THERAPY

MADE FOR YOU

60 minutes (p) - £85pp

60 minutes - £95pp

ANANDA FACE THERAPY

BALINESE DREAM

60 minutes (p) - £85pp

60 minutes - £95pp

GOLD CELLULAR AGE RESTORE

SALT FLOTATION RITUAL

60 minutes - £85pp

30 minutes - £45pp
CHOSEN BY YOU

ILA EXPERIENCES

60 minutes - £85pp

PRANA VITALITY MASSAGE

60 minutes - £95pp

MII MANICURES AND PEDICURES

DEEP THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

INDULGE MII NATURAL NAILS MANICURE

60 minutes - £95pp

55 minutes (p) - £55pp

ILA CHAKRA WELLBEING

BEST OF MII GEL NAILS MANICURE

90 minutes - £135pp

55 minutes (p) - £55pp

COUPLES CONNECT

EXPRESSO MII MANICURE

90 minutes - £270 per couple

25 minutes (p) - £45pp

MOTHER TO BE MASSAGE

INDULGE MII NATURAL NAILS PEDICURE

60 minutes (p) - £95pp

55 minutes (p) - £55pp
BEST OF MII GEL NAILS PEDICURE

55 minutes (p) - £55pp
EXPRESSO MII PEDICURE

25 minutes (p) - £45pp
GEL SOAK OFF

5 minutes (p) - £30pp

(p) suitable in pregnancy after 14 weeks.

Terms and Conditions
We’re delighted that you’re coming to join us at the

TREATMENT TIMES

Signet Spa and hope the following information will help you

All treatment times include a therapist consultation to ensure

plan your visit.

we provide the highest of standard treatment that meets your
every need.

MEDICAL CONDITIONS, ALLERGIES AND PREGNANCY
We want you to enjoy your experience at Signet Spa and

CANCELLATION POLICY

ask you to advise us in advance of your visit if you have

Treatments cancelled within 48 hours or non attendance

any medical conditions, cancer or recent cancer treatment,
allergies, or if you are pregnant. This will enable us to
recommend treatments and use of the gym equipment that
are most suitable for you. We will ask you to complete a
short medical questionnaire before using the gym or having a
treatment.

will incur a 100% cancellation charge. Day spa bookings
cancelled within 72 hours or non attendance will incur a 100%
cancellation charge. Arriving after the start of your treatment
will mean that your treatment time will be reduced and the
full treatment cost will still apply. If there is insufficient time to
carry out the treatment our cancellation policy will apply.

YOUR CHILDREN’S HEALTH AND SAFETY

ON THE DAY OF TREATMENT

Children under 16yrs are not permitted to use the indoor

Please arrive at least 10 minutes before your treatment and

vitality pool, sauna, steam room and Gym. Children who are
16yrs -18yrs may use the gym, indoor vitality pool, sauna
and steam room when accompanied by an adult at all times
while using these facilities. Children under 18yrs must be
accompanied and directly supervised at all times by an adult
when using the outdoor pool.

you will be welcomed by one of the Signet Spa team. For your
treatment wear anything that you feel comfortable in. For our
Salt Floatation treatment please bring your own swimwear.

PERSONAL BELONGINGS
You bring all personal belongings to Signet Spa at your own

TREATMENT BOOKINGS
Please book your treatments in advance to avoid
disappointment. Credit card details are required to secure your
booking. Advance Purchase Rates are non-refundable and
non-transferable. Treatment bookings do not provide access to
the spa facilities. Treatments are only available to 18 year old’s
and over.

risk. We do not accept legal responsibility for any loss or
damage to these items. If you leave your belongings in a locker
overnight, we have the right to remove your belongings. You
can claim the belongings we have removed, from the Signet
Spa reception for up to two weeks after we remove them.
After this time, we will not be responsible for the belongings.

SWIMMING POOL, SAUNA, SPA AND STEAM ROOM

PHOTOGRAPHS AND VIDEOS

We do not provide constant supervision to our pool & spa

You may take photographs and video recordings in Signet Spa

area. We ask you are mindful of this when entering either

for your own personal use provided that you keep to these

pool area. Additional rules may be published in the pool

rules and any extra rules displayed at Signet Spa. You must

area. Diving, jumping and running are not permitted under

not take photographs or videos of any children under 18 other

any circumstances. We may reserve the pool at certain times

than your own. Anyone who appears in your photographs or

for organised activities. We will always try to let you know

videos must be aware that you are filming them and you must

beforehand about these sessions by putting details on the

get their permission first. You must not take photographs or

Signet Spa reception or on a noticeboard.

video recordings in a changing area, pool, sauna, steam room,
spa or toilet. If another member or guest is unhappy that you

GYM AND FITNESS FACILITIES

are filming them and makes a complaint to us, we may ask you
to show us any images which you have taken in the Signet Spa

Whilst we do not always have an instructor based in the gym,

and to delete them if appropriate. If a member of our team

there are always staff on duty at Signet Spa who will be happy

asks you to stop filming or taking photographs you must

to help guide you on operation of the equipment. If you are

do so.

still unsure of what to do having sort advice please do not use
the equipment.

SPA ETIQUETTE AND MOBILE PHONES
To help maintain a peaceful environment we ask guests to
avoid using mobile telephones. Smoking is not permitted
anywhere inside the building, on the relaxation balcony or in
and around the outdoor pool.

CCTV
Closed circuit cameras operate throughout the premises
except in the changing areas. Any unlawful activity may be
reviewed for possible legal action.

LIABILITY
Neither Signet Hotels nor Signet Spa will accept liability for
any damage or loss to a guest’s personal property brought
into the premises. All activities and treatments are taken at the
guest’s own risk. Neither Signet Hotels, Signet Spa nor their
staff shall be liable for personal injury sustained by guests
whilst on the premises, except in so far as it can be proven
that this relates to the willful act, neglect or default of Signet
Hotels, Signet Spa or any member of their staff. You park in
the car park at your own risk. We do not accept liability for any
loss or damage to your car, or personal belongings in it, while
you are parked in our car park.

The Retreat at Elcot Park, Newbury, West Berkshire RG20 8NJ | 01635 800520
spa@retreatelcotpark.com | www.retreatelcotpark.com

